It'll, but it's going to be always a different kind of angst. Out of both Wolfsong and Ravengson, I think Ravenssong hurts more.

Answered here: Ta, L.

Reasons to keep alive by Matt Haig is great, a brief lovely read I possibly could connect with enormously. Hi! Thanks for the question. In terms of Jack... well... hmm... I simply might. Watch this space ;)

Paul, you can't compare Mistborn and Stormlight. "The Way of Kings" might be one of the finest books I have ever read. The planet building, the character development, the prose are superior in most method to his Mistborn series. I suggest that you read the Stormlight Archives.

Banshee. Banshee. Banshee. BANSHEE! Though, the rescue I'm thinking of is not the hero rescuing the heroine, but him rescuing his daughter. Gives me chills thinking about it. I adore Lucas Hood. I'd like him to be real and fall in deep love with me. Seriously. And I don't care that he's a criminal! :-)

Hunter can get their own book, and will be the first book in a fresh series I cannot wait to offer! You'll get this story very, very soon.

Agree with Sharon--I've read one other two and they are referenced very briefly to date in COF. I'm about halfway through it. they both are good books, i really do like the story of the next book, but the foremost is a means better story with more wonder and magic. The 2nd book had far more sass and jokes. Just read it slowly, allow language wash over you. Don't stress that you don't know what will be written right away. Approach it just like a meditation... we use the same words as the 19th century authors, their way is no more or at least ours, just different. Sit with it.

Yeah its sooooo rude!!!!!!!!!!!!

No not what someone just diagnosed must read. You must read it so that you have an improved understanding and be better able to support your friend.

I usually hop on my bike for a great long ride. Something about strenuous physical exercise and getting out into the countryside hits my internal reset button. I don't necessarily dwell on the block, but it's somehow worked out subconsciously.

HAY YOU READ IT? BECAUSE TO ME ALL JOHN GREEN BOOKS ARE IDEAL TEEN BOOKS THAT ARE SO PERFECT AND JUST JOHN-GREENY AND I CANNOT THINK OF THE PERFECT WORD SO IDK JUST READ THEM. HAVE YOU?

Oh my gosh, Michelle, I'm SO SORRY. I just saw this on my dash. On The Way Back is releasing April 14th. I can't wait for everyone to see about Garrett and Shaelyn finding their way back together. I loved writing those two so much.

My only concern with giving it to a youngster under the age of 15 is the way sex is represented. It's sort of graphic. And while mcdougal is purposely currently talking about an unnatural sexual relationship, a pre-teen might not get that yet. Nevertheless you have to know the audience. Some pre-teens could certainly appreciate this book. I don't think many would though. In my opinion, MOST teens under age 17 or 18 just wouldn't care.

There are time when he uses very short sentences. But I think to good effect. And he doesn't do those very often.

The main character is into boys - she sees herself as her favorite sci-fi movie character and fantasizes/dreams about being with the character's love interest. Otherwise, all characters are straight.

On the basis of the title, Used to do assume the key character was asexual, having read the book I can confirm she's not. Although it is really a YA book and sex isn't explicitly discussed, so theoretically, she could be asexual but straight romantically.

My money is on Nikolai and Nina...
Hello! I have recently done a complete reread of all of your Maiden Lane books (wonderful!) and I have a question you may have answered this before, but I have not seen it. Where do you get the inspiration for the stories that start each chapter? Are they written by you or do you find them? I LOVED Dark Queen and I'm dying to read the next installment... Any info on when it will be available? I checked your website but didn't see it. Any news on when the next book is out?

What's wrong here? Eric D Lippmann Intervision Kollegiales Coaching Professionell Gestalten

My question is by Oscar Wilde quote: "All great ideas are dangerous." Are they? Hi Cathy. I wanted to sign up for your newsletter, but couldn't find the tab.....8:D I am really excited to read your new books Mechania and Compass, however as I can not buy paper copies of either I was wondering when they will be available on e-book? I loved your Writing in Tides and am looking forward to more. Thanks for answering questions on tides (sorry this is belated). Thanks! How many stories actually did you write? Which translation in English and which publication is recommended for buy? Pz response. I didn't like this much as I liked all her others - did you? It was "mushy" and took much like a Harlequin read. Jane's "gift" seemed unrealistic. The characters were weak women and that was out of character for the women Sarah writes about. Eric D Lippmann Intervision Kollegiales Coaching Professionell Gestalten

Whats the deal with prominent historical figures, such as Julius Caesar and Cicero himself? How did you look past these men of marble and find the breathing characters who live in your novels? First of all, I want to tell you that your books are just A M A Z I N G and they always end up on my TOP-READ self! So thank you for all the great work you have done & I can't wait to see what else you have in store! I bet that it will be equally hot!

Fernanda de mis amores, disculpa el exceso de confianza, pero acabo de terminar "Temporada de huracanes" y ya te ganaste un rinconcito en mi corazón, lo leí dos veces, la segunda para buscar pistas sobre el destino de algunos personajes como Norma, no me dejes con la angustia y dime qué le pasó, plis. ¿Eres guitarrista? Yo sí. ¿Qué tipo de música escuchas? ¿Hay canciones que te hayan dado ideas para crear historias? Is there going to be another book in the Renegades of the Revolution series? (Hope so!) And, if so, when would it come out? Thank you! :) I have just discovered your 'Scars of the Wraiths' series and have whipped through three and a half books in two weeks, please tell me there is a fifth book coming, per Keir and Anstice, or a jedrik one? Hi Georgina, your print cover looks great. I really enjoyed Irrepressible You, can't wait to read the print edition of book 2. Are you working on a third?

Eric D Lippmann Intervision Kollegiales Coaching Professionell Gestalten Thank you.
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